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Product Update: Version 1.2 Software for the  VR Series 
Products (NetVR, NetBox VR, Pronto VR)

Review.  With this feature, you can pinpoint important images 
retrieved from the highest resolution video stream available. 
Digital Zoom is most effective with the widely used HD multi 
mega pixel camera.  

Case building is simplified with the ScratchPad. Located on 
the Forensic Desktop, this storyboard feature lets you collect 
video clips, add comments, and arrange the clips into cases. 
Easily document the events using a variety of tools to select 
and preview video for the cases you make. The enhanced case 
player provides fade transitions and other modifications for a 
more refined video review.

Focus on the face — now you can move directly from the video 
of an access control event to the stored photo image of the   
credential owner for identity verification. 

Version 1.2 includes a number of additional advancements, from storage 
management controls, to a major expansion of the supported IP cameras 
and encoders.  Specific details can be found in Version 1.2 Release Notes 
in the Support Section of  S2’s Website, s2sys.com.

More on Identity Verification 

Are the credential owner and the credential user the same 
person?  For “live” identity verification, the Auto Display Badge 
Photo automatically displays the credential owner’s stored 
image within live camera view.

S2 Security is the leader in IP based integrated security,            
access control, and video management systems. Our VR 
Series products are known industry wide for tight integration 
with access control, making it easy to search recorded video.  
Version 1.2 continues the trend, extending S2 VR Series 
products with enhanced user interface workflow, forensic 
evidence collection and credential verification. The signature 
Forensic Desktop is better than ever, making your video 
searches faster and more powerful. 

�� Enhanced Forensic Desktop with many new features 

�� Search video by event or time and camera

�� Digital zoom on recorded video forensic playback

�� ScratchPad – video storyboard editing

�� Precise video clip selection tools

�� View video of accesses directly from a person’s record

�� Photo ID pop-up in real time surveillance video

�� ID photo available in Forensic Desktop

�� Expanded Supported IP Cameras and Encoders List

 Forensic Desktop - Find Your Video Faster 

The new features on the Forensic Desktop help you locate 
video of interest and follow the action as it moves across             
various camera views. With this technique, you can quickly 
target relevant video before and after an event occurs.

Retrieving forensic data is easy with the Version 1.2 enhanced 
user interface. Tabs for the Camera List, Timeline and Case 
Inspector are now located directly beneath the video player, 
and control icons, such as Export Case Clips and Show my Favorite 
Cameras, are intuitively grouped and placed for ease of use.  
For added convenience, the Forensic Desktop toggles to and 
from Full Screen mode.

Forensic Desktop - Focus on the Facts

Zoom in, zoom out and pan selected areas of video clips to 
capture detailed images — Version 1.2 includes Digital Zoom 

It just keeps getting better...

http://s2sys.com/products/netvr/
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Functional Area  Capability and Description

Forensic Desktop
Video Search, Playback  

and Export Updates

Camera List Tab displays configured cameras with thumbnail reference images.  A refresh of the 
List displays only cameras with recorded activity within a set time range.  

Timeline Tab displays video thumbnail search results based on date, time, camera and Activity 
Log selection.

Case Inspector Tab displays saved cases; each case is represented by a thumbnail image 
detailing the number of stored video clips, comments, date of creation and last modification.

Synchronize Camera List Search Start Time with displayed video frame date/time or Activity 
Log entry to quickly locate and track events that span across one or more recorded camera views.

ScratchPad provides users a setting to add, storyboard and edit video clips to build cases that 
span across multiple camera views.

Trim Video Clip is an editing tool to target and trim video segments for a more relevant 
video clip.

Fade-in/Fade-out video transition is a Video Player tool that provides smooth transitions 
between multiple video clips for better viewing.

Digital Zoom offers zoom in and out, and pan capabilities, for recorded high-resolution
 video clips.

Access Badge Photo Icon provides credential verification from the Forensic Desktop Video 
Player to review a stored Badge ID image.

Full Screen Control Icon allows for toggling the Forensic Desktop to and from full screen mode.

People Administration 
Person Records Update

Recent Activity Tab Video Player enables administrator to view an individual’s recent card 
access activity with a recorded video event from their personal record. 

Match Badge ID Photo from Recent Activity Tab to quickly compare a person’s ID photo with 
the individual recorded while accessing a reader portal.

Widget Desktop
Camera View Update

Auto Display Badge ID Photo displays an individual’s stored image within the Widget Desktop 
live camera view for credential verification.

S2 NetVR Client Setup  
Storage Configuration 

Updates

Time Lapse Recording allows free run recording to occur, outside of motion event recording, 
at a reduced image rate of up to 1 fps across all cameras configured on the NetVR.

Expiration Configuration Storage Rules allows storage rules set up on a per camera basis to 
define a minimum or maximum number of days for recorded video to be retained.

NetVR 1.2 Video Server 
IP Camera and Encoder 

Support Updates

Expansion of Supported IP Cameras and Encoders List for access with the adoption 
of NetVR 1.2. 
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